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Site Tour

Before facilitating the guided tour of the site, gather the whole group at the carriage house
walls for an orientation before dividing learners into the five groups. As the groups rotate
through each station, highlight elements of the site’s story that relate to the daily life and
commerce conducted here over time.
•
•
•
•
•

Station 1: Exhibit/store for commerce information
Station 2: Kitchen/garden for daily life and domestic chores information
Station 3: Wash house for daily life and domestic chores information
Station 4: Mill for industry and science information
Station 5: River, Mill artifacts, and Vance House for nature and geography information

Station 1: Exhibit/Store

Learners explore the exhibit and store area on a self-guided tour.

Station 2: Kitchen/Garden

Context: Cesar and Hannah Monod were slave owners who lived here with a 22-year-old
female enslaved person named Harriet and her 18-month-old baby boy. During the short
while that the Monods lived in Castroville, Cesar worked as a dry goods merchant, served as
the town mayor, and was appointed postmaster general for Medina County. He and Hannah
lived and worked in their home, which also served as a store. Harriet would have spent much
of her time working over the fire in the separate kitchen, doing laundry in the wash house, or
doing chores in the garden.

Kitchen Activity

• Materials: dried corn cob, examples of whole and refined
grains, prepped ingredients for making thirded bread
• Pass around a dried corn cob and samples of whole and
refined grains for learners to experience.
• Ask: What do you eat that is made from corn? How
does a kernel of corn become part of a piece of bread?
Explain that grains must be refined or milled (ground
up in a gristmill) and made into cornmeal and flour. The
milling of corn began at the Haass and Quintle Mill in 1854.
• Ask: What is “thirded bread”? Explain that thirded bread is one-third wheat
(white or whole) bread, one-third corn/maize, and one-third rye. This early American
“make do” bread was a variation on Boston brown bread and rye and Indian breads.
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Share this 1882 recipe for Third Bread from Mrs. Putnam’s Receipt Book and Young
Housekeeper’s Assistant, [Mrs. Putnam, new and enlarged edition, Blakeman & Mason: New
York, 1862, pgs. 2-3].
One pint of rye meal; one pint of Indian meal; one pint of wheat flour; half a cup of
yeast; mix it up with warm water to a stiff dough; set it to rise eight hours. Bake it either
in loaves or biscuit. Wet hands in cold water to put it into pans. Bake it in a hot oven
forty minutes.
Conduct a third bread cooking demonstration by having site staff (if available) demonstrate
making loaves of the bread over an open hearth. Allow learners to assist in the break-making
process when safely possible.

Garden Activity
Context: At the time of this letter, Rowena Vance would likely have used the Monod kitchen
for cooking. By 1860, the Vances had built a house (now called the Vance House) separate
from the store and inn. They had also built a carriage house, outdoor dining room, and an
attached kitchen between the house and the store.
• Share the Abbie Lowe Fire Insurance map to show the locations of the kitchens and
gardens on the property during the Vance family ownership.
• Learners explore the garden area.
• After exploration, gather learners together and ask: What did you observe in the garden?
What is currently growing? What is in the garden now that Rowena mentioned in her
letter?
• Share Rowena Vance’s letter to her mother from 1854 (see Resource below). Ask: How is
this garden the same as and different from the garden that would have been here in the
late 1800s?
• Resource:
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Station 3: Wash House
Context: Bathing in the early 1800s usually entailed splashing with cool water from a pitcher
and basin in one’s bedroom or the very infrequent scrub-down in a metal or wooden basin
outside, near the kitchen (for access to boiled water). Women with very oily hair may only
have washed their hair every couple of weeks, while women with dry hair would have limited
hair washing to once-a-month to preserve their natural oils.
Bath houses in the 1850s were a luxury. Among those mentioned
in San Antonio newspapers of the time were stand-alone versions
(Madame Masse’s), those connected to a hotel (McLeod’s), and
others located inside structures including a brickyard, candy
store, and “segar” shop. Season bathing ticket prices were sold at
ten to fifteen cents per bath, or five dollars for six months. There
were fixed times of day for women and men and separation of
adults and children. A wash and bath house would have been an
excellent addition to Vance’s business portfolio.
By the 1860s, expert opinion was nearly unanimous that the best kind of bath was a brief
plunge in cold water to relieve congestion of the brain and fight anything from cholera to
whooping cough. For the most part, hot baths were a no-no, as was actually relaxing and
enjoying the water. (https://daily.jstor.org/when-americans-started-bathing/)
In the more developed areas in America, the installation of indoor plumbing grew in the
1870s as more awareness of its benefits came following the publication and more common
access to Louis Pasteur’s germ theory, developed by 1864. Public plumbing, sewers, and
running water became more broadly available in the late 1800s and early 1900s.
In the household, soap-making days happened only once or twice a year. On those days, all
of the household soap supply for the entire year was made in boiling kettles outside. The
chemical reaction, called saponification, between the lye (potassium hydroxide) and the oils
(triglycerides) produced soap.
Commercially-made soaps were not widely available until the latter half of the 19th century.
William Colgate, a soap and candlemaker, opened a factory in New York City in 1806. By
the 1840s, the company began selling their individually packaged bars in uniform weights.
Colgate introduced the trademarked “Cashmere Bouquet” soap in 1872 and their first
toothpaste in 1873. William Proctor, a candlemaker, and James Gamble, a soap maker, were
immigrants who founded Proctor & Gamble in 1837 in Cincinnati, Ohio. By 1859, their
sales had reached $1 million per year. That same year they won a contract to provide the
Union army with soap and candles. They developed their “white soap,” which later became
famous as Ivory Soap.
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Activity
• Share Rowena Vance’s May 1854 letter to her mother:

• Direct learners’ attention to artifacts/reproduction materials such as wash tubs, lye bar
soaps/soap flakes, lye bars, pitchers and basins, toothpowders/table salt/charcoal powder,
etc. Ask how each item might have been used for personal hygiene.
• Ask these suggested discussion questions:
• The river was a water source for bathing, but so was the well. Was one source
preferable to the other? Why?
• How would water get from the source to the wash house?
• How was water heated for bathing?
• What was the physical labor involved in taking a hot bath from start to finish?
• How were bath soaps and toothpaste alike and different to today’s products?
• Demonstrate making toothpaste by combining and mixing these ingredients in a small jar
or bowl:
• 1 tablespoon (T) baking soda
• 1 T salt
• 3 drops food-grade essential oil, like peppermint
• few drops of water to mix to a paste consistency
This can be done as a demonstration only, or as a paired activity with each pair receiving all
ingredients plus a mixing container and mixing stick. If done as a demonstration, provide
each student who wants one a small sample on a clean cotton swab.
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Station 4: Mill
Context: The wheel and axle is one of the first “simple machines” used to harness nature’s
power. The wheel holds potential energy. The water holds kinetic energy. When water and
wheel meet, the water applies force on the wheel, causing it to turn and generate mechanical
energy. Water wheels have been used for centuries to generate mechanical power. Using water
to harness energy is called hydropower. Hydropower is this nation’s largest renewable energy
source.
When the Haas-Quintle gristmill was in operation, water from the Medina River was
redirected into the head race and down into the mill pit, turning the turbine. The rotation of
the turbine and the vertical shaft created enough mechanical energy to run the gristmill that
moved the grain elevators and turned the millstones or mill roller.

Activity
• Review these key terms:
• gristmill: a building that houses machines that grind grains such as wheat and corn
into flour or meal
• hydropower: mechanical or electrical energy created by flowing water
• kinetic energy: energy from motion
• potential energy: untapped, stored energy
• renewable resource: energy resources that can be replenished
• work: the energy transferred from or to an object when applied force causes
movement
• Observe the water wheel. Have learners take turns using the cup to pour water from the
basin over the wheel blades. Ask:
• How many blades does this turbine use? (16)
• Hydropower is a renewable resource, meaning that the source never runs out.
What are some other examples of renewable resources? (solar/wind/geothermal
energy)
• What work is the water wheel doing? (lifting the weight as the shaft turns)
• What are the features of a good water wheel? (more blades catch more water to turn
the wheel, creasing each blade to create a pocket to hold more water, symmetry)
• How might raising the height from which the water is poured affect the wheel
spin? (Test their hypotheses. Then raise the height of the water to test.)
• How could you change the design of the wheel to make it faster? (Answers will
vary, but could include adding more blades, increasing the blade creasing, creating a
sturdier wheel center)
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Activity Extension: Mill Flooding Discussion
Context: There were at least ten floods between 1854 and 1902 that flooded the first floor
of the mill. Six of those also flooded the second floor. These submersions damaged mill
machinery. In many cases, flood damages accelerated equipment upgrades. After the flood
of 1900, the engine room had to be repaired and rebuilt and the turbine and two gin stands
were replaced. The first floor of the mill itself was replaced and the level was raised 10 inches
in an attempt to prevent this level of damage in the future.
Ask students to observe the right side of the mill. Discuss the mill’s flooding history and the
interventions made to decrease flooding damage. As a group, examine the location of the
mill. Consider the advantages and disadvantages of this particular placement for the Haass
and Quintle Mill. Discuss how modern technology or other interventions might assist in
solving flooding problems.

Station 5: River
Gather the learning group at the river for orientation. Distribute the Medina River and
Historic Dam and the 1911 Medina River map resources. Review the resources and
answer any questions. Instruct learners to regather as a group to share responses when their
observations are completed.

Site Tour Completion
Once all groups have completed all five stations, distribute the Miller-Merchant Certificate
to each learner.
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Medina River and Historic Dam
Read Frank Howard’s observations of the Medina River from 1872. Record your observations
below.
“The Medina River…flows across the eastern limit of the town; a high and steep bluff is on
one side and on the other the slope is more gentle. Large cypress trees and the pecan grow on
its banks; large grape vines and other climbing plants cover these trees with luxuriant foliage.
The river is a succession of pools and short rapids, and on its bosom during the winter great
numbers of ducks and wild geese find a congenial resort. Its waters are filled with catfish,
alligator gars and perch and many other varieties. As you walk along its shores mud turtles
slide off the logs and stones with a splash into the still water; brown lizards scamper into the
branches of the trees. A solitary loon rises with measured flight to seek a more quiet retreat
for meditation.”
How is the river alike and different from what Frank experienced in 1872? List at least three
observations in each category.
ALIKE

DIFFERENT

Look at the map of the Medina River and the Courand Mill Complex from 1911. Then
look at the landscape today. Circle the names of features you see today that are also present
on the 1911 map.

scales

boiler

mill

gin and seed house

warehouse

headrace

tailrace

Write three questions you’d like to investigate about the site features that remain today.
•
•
•
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Map of Medina River at Castroville, Texas, 1911
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